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The emergence of the microblog, a new type of media marks the entrance of a 
brand new era. As a special type of media, micro-blog has been playing a more and 
more important role in people’s daily life and work. However, with its characteristics 
of being timely, open, sharing and interactive, this form of media enables information 
of crises to travel faster and be more influential. At the same time, it turns to be more 
difficult to control the dissemination of such information. The dissemination of crises 
information in the micro-blog era has its unique complexity and therefore must arouse 
full attention from companies and enterprises because the traditional management to 
cope with such crises would easily spread its negative influence and escalate the crises. 
In this light, companies and enterprises must understand the characteristics and 
mechanism of the dissemination of crises through micro-blog and learn to effectively 
carry out the crisis management on the microblog. 
This essay first elaborates on the concept and theory of crisis and the crisis 
communication. The essay then moves on to the rise of the socialized media and the 
fast development of microblog and analyses the features of information 
communication on the microblog, general status of microblog users and the 
tremendous influence of the microblog. In Chapter Four, the essay focuses on the 
crisis the Mengniu Dairy had been confronted with in April, 2011 and thoroughly 
probe into the features and mechanism of information communication on the 
microblog. The fifth chapter conducts a quantitative analysis on the status quo of 
corporation microblog management through a survey and points out the problems and 
hidden troubles of such management in terms of mechanism building, professionalism 
and staff. In Chapter Six, the author creatively proposes the CIRA model to deal with 
the above-mentioned problems in an attempt to improve corporation ability to deal 
with the communication of crises on the microblog. 















well-targeted the management strategies for corporations to cope with the 
communication of crises on the microblog. 
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搜索“微博” 为关键词，在中国期刊网上的搜索结果为 148 篇，时间范围
2008——2010。其中与危机传播相关的文章共有 8篇。 
搜索“企业微博”为关键词，在中国期刊网上的搜索结果为 24 篇，时间范
围 2008——2010。其中探讨企业微博营销的有 18 篇，探讨企业微博盈利模式的
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